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Researchers agree- there is a demonstrable bottleneck between oncologic development and Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) approval.  For perspective: Sharma, Stadler, and Ratain (2011) 
note, since 1995, there were an estimated 861 oncology target drugs in development while only 
63 were approved.  Accounting for expected fluctuations, the FDA reports 1996 to 2010 
demonstrated significant disparity between number of new molecular entities (NME) 
applications and drugs approved (Food and Drug Administration [FDA], n.d.).  This suggests a 
vital need to implement innovative research design to decrease multiple NME application 
resubmissions or project abandonment.  Sharma, Stadler, and Ratain (2011) further explicate the 
need noting merely 5% of oncology drugs make it through phase II trials with a subsequent 60% 
fail rate in phase III.  Furthermore, the statistical difference between phase III arms is only 40% 
suggesting inferior phase II results (Sharma et al., 2011).  From 2003 to 2010, only 34% of phase 
III oncology drug candidates demonstrated statistical significance (Berry, 2012). 
Part of the explanation lies in the fact research phases are programmatically designed and 
executed as independent projects requiring information translation and contextual analysis 
between stages.  Such lag time, or white space, along with protracted reviews, and extensive 
regulatory oversight contribute to decelerated development and approval (Orloff et al., 2009).  
Moreover, literature suggests poor, ineffective research design compounded by weak data on 
which go/no-go decisions serve as foundation for succeeding phases.  By way of example, a 
review of 2001 to 2002 phase II published research indicated of the 72% positive results only 
3.8% were likely to show similar results five years later when compared against standard of care 
(Sharma et al., 2011).  Such statistics suggest the bulk of phase II trials do not add to long-term 
knowledge or substantive evidence for further study.  Thus, the traditional design methods do not 
allow information or phases to fluidly dovetail and explicate real-time evidence thereby 
minimizing data collection potential and increasing development time.  Adaptive research offers 
a more effective path. 
Prescribed Flexibility 
Prospective adaptive research design accelerates trial development through an “eyes wide open” 
approach with end-point clarity, scientific validity, and ethical consideration.  Such trials 
produce more valuable, quality results, timelier according to an expected schedule.  Such trials 
employ prescribed flexibility whereby potential adaptations are modeled at the outset and 
approved by the institutional review board (IRB).  In order to preserve study integrity, veracity 
of results, and subject safety, any modifications must adhere to prespecified design changes 
(Berry, 2012; Orloff et al., 2009).  Adaptive trials are designed with a critical eye to subject 



 

 

protection with a long-term vision for target drug efficacy.  Subject enrollment is proportional to 
benefit, such that if there is no evidence of benefit, a given dosage or treatment arm is terminated 
and only beneficial regimens are continued (Berry, 2011, 2012; Orloff et al., 2009).  As such, 
minimal trial participation is required ensuring subject beneficence.  Interim superiority, 
inferiority, equivalence, and futility studies inform trialists whether to proceed with testing or 
terminate having reached a prospectively determined threshold (Berry, 2012).  Adaptive trials 
allow flexibility to contemporaneously assess multiple variables such as sample size, treatment 
arms, doses, and subpopulation statistics, including biomarkers which winnow down to 
successful target(s) and highlight any test agent characteristics.  Such comprehensive testing 
ensures phase III (confirmatory stage) is more robust and information-rich (Berry, 2011; Berry, 
2012).  Adaptive trials offer a targeted research design with enhanced multidisciplinary 
collaboration among biostatisticians, software engineers, scientists, and clinicians.  Utilization of 
technology rather than a pod focus on institution or department silos, enhances adaptive design, 
though it can also contribute to complexity and communication barriers.  Orloff et al. (2009) note 
“inclusion of a broader sample of datasets can be difficult because of a lack of common data 
standards…compounded by competitive hurdles to sharing what is considered proprietary 
information…” (p. 956). 
Design Challenges 
Critics of adaptive research argue there is, at a minimum, no increased benefit (Emerson & 
Fleming, 2010).  Of more significance, they suggest such adaptation yields unreliable, 
unreproducible data subject to greater statistical variance and imprecise inter-dose and intra-
population assessments based on abbreviated results from interim modifications (Emerson & 
Fleming, 2010).  This may heavily weight trial results as investigators “may modify the types of 
patient accrued to the study in response to their perceptions about interim results” (Emerson & 
Fleming, 2010, p. 1155).  Critics question the security of results, particularly for blinded trials, 
while ensuring sufficient disclosure to the data safety monitoring board (DSMB) (Berry, 2012).  
Others voice concerns over the ethicality, given the chance of receiving more superior treatment 
in the later stages of a trial’s life cycle than the beginning, and subjects’ ability to adequately 
understand and consent (Graaf, Roes, & Van Delden, 2012).  Moreover, adaptations may require 
IRB amendments, which may result in premature closure of a trial thus negating prior subject 
participation (Graaf et al., 2012).  Conversely, trials may be extended based on interim review, 
and subjects may be more vulnerable to extended participation times (Graaf et al., 2012). 
Further considerations to adaptive design evince significant project start-up costs related to 
database development based on complex biostatistical statements and parameters, 
complementary software, and added regulatory oversight (Berry, 2012; Orloff et al., 2009).  In 
addition, site staff must be committed to timely data submission (Berry, 2012 ; Orloff et al., 
2009).  Depending on the frequency of DSMB reviews (e.g., every two weeks), sites may not 
have resources to complete the data and/or accommodate monitoring visits.  In view of the 
pivotal role data collection plays in flexible design, delays “could mitigate any advantages of the 
adaptive approach” (Berry, 2012, p. 204), thus placing an even greater burden on sites.  
Similarly, “sponsors must prospectively select decision rules that drive the phase-switch 
decision- programming an automaton….this places more than the usual burden on the sponsor at 
the design stage of the trial” (Berry, 2012, p. 204).  
Pros and Cons 
Emerson and Fleming (2010) contend adaptive research may adequately account for type I error 
in strong null hypothesis but cannot guarantee control for the weak null hypothesis.  Orloff et al. 



 

 

(2009) note “…flexibility can be achieved without compromising the power of the false-positive 
rate…” (p.954) and suggests two strategies which will allow sponsor to “justify on the basis of 
their best guess of the effect size” (p. 954).  Grouped sequential and adaptive SSR strategies 
allow for sample size selection based on feedback systems such that if the statistical power is 
found to gain or lose, the trial can adaptively respond (Orloff et al., 2009).  Group sequential 
design allows trialists to plan for a large sample size upfront and decrease if needed (Orloff et al., 
2009).  In contrast, adaptive SSR approach begins with a small subject population and increases 
based on interim trial results (Orloff et al., 2009).  Orloff et al. (2009) posit this “can have 
important advantages both in terms of gaining additional statistical power, as well as shortening 
the drug development time” (p. 955).  Orloff et al. (2009) further note any adjustments to sample 
size must be prospectively designed and are typically only permitted once by regulatory 
authorities. 
Though a proponent of adaptive design, Berry (2012) concurs physicians may detect a response 
trend and modulate trial enrollment accordingly (Berry, 2011).  Therefore, better preforming 
therapies may inflate type I error and must be programmatically accounted for “so, in effect, the 
first-stage patients are not fully included in the final analysis” (p. 203). However, as Berry 
(2012) posits, traditional 1:1 randomization design must also make educated guesstimates in 
sample size and target drug efficacy “…in many cases with no information” (p. 201).  Moreover, 
Meurer, Lewis, and Berry (2012) reason most 1:1 randomization schedules begin “given the state 
of clinical equipoise”, however, as data is garnered,“ fixed assignment ensures this information is 
ignored” (p. 2377).  Given the dynamical treatment response of adaptive design, Meurer, Lewis, 
and Berry (2012) suggest the approach could be considered personalized research and redress 
therapeutic misconception. 
In response to data security concerns, Berry (2011) notes reports to the DSMB are restricted and 
discussions are confined to superiority/inferiority, futility, and safety.  If, however, blinded 
information is leaked, Berry (2011) suggests that “would be a reasonably good indication of the 
relative performance of the two arms” (p. 608).  Such leakage, however, would compromise trial 
integrity at the confirmatory stage (Berry, 2011). 
Consensus among researchers cautions project initiation costs are recognized on the front-end 
such that “the logistics of adaptive trials are more complicated than the logistics for traditional 
trials” (Berry, 2012, p. 206).  Proponents argue pre-planning investments are returned on the 
back-end through rich outcome data verifiable in real-time (Berry, 2012; Orloff et al., 2009).  
Ultimately, fewer subjects are required to answer more questions while manipulating more 
complex and variable data. 
Arrow in the Quiver 
Oncologic research is stalled between development and drug approval as evidenced by the 
disparity between NME applications and FDA drug approvals.  Well designed trials provide for 
result clarity and long-term reproducibility owing to substantive results.  Adaptive design is an 
arrow in the quiver of trialists to expedite drug development and ensure scientifically valid 
results with minimal subject participation. 
Prospective adaptation has shown to increase efficiency, thereby decreasing drug development 
time.  As with traditional randomized controlled trials, end-point clarity is crucial to successful 
completion of flexible design trials.  Such trials cannot be deployed as a “life raft” for troubled 
trials, nor opportunities to handpick winners and losers. 
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